www.bestforworld.com

Looking for a competitive freight solution with reliable
services?
Welcome aboard! You re right here
As a professional and experienced China freight forwarder, Bestforworld Logistics (aka BW) is both local
and global.
We keep focused on providing sea/air/rail/courier shipping services for domestic exporters and
worldwide importers since 2005.
Saving money & time, we are proud of what we are doing, and we are good at it.
We do not just deliver your containers, your pallets, your cartons, your packages, your parcels, your
documents, more importantly, we deliver your businesses and happiness.
By working with us, your shipments are moved safely and on time, every time. BW provides our valued
customer with the highest level of efficient reliable logistics service at competitive cost.
You can always rely on us as your complete supply chain partner!
➢ You may define us as a B2B (Business to Business) and B2C (Business to Customer) supplier, that’s
correct. But we prefer P2P (Person to Person). We are always trying to go the extra mile and think
outside the box, for serving YOU better.
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What Bestforworld can do for you？
Shipping by Sea,by Air,by Rail,and Multimode Ways
You do the sourcing, we do the rest!
BW help our clients transport China commodities to different destinations in different countries in
a timely, efficient and compliant manner. No matter it’s FCL shipment (full container load), LCL
shipment (less than container load), air shipment, rail shipment or bulk&DG shipment.
Thanks to our worldwide partners and long good relationship with marine lines, airlines, and other
leading internal and international carriers, we’re expert in:
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Inland trucking from your supplier/manufacturer to the loading port or airport
Consolidation and warehouse storage at/near the loading port or airport
Booking container space from the most cost-effective carriers
FCL and LCL sea forwarding services to the world
Air forwarding services to the world
Rail forwarding services to Russia, Mongolia,Central Asia and Europe
Customs declaration/clearance, insurance, related paper work
And more to discover how we can benefit your supply chain management

Nowadays, a modern logistics company is so much more than simply moving goods from one
place to the next. A full-service provider like us can accommodate the needs of businesses and
individuals alike, and be the one you wanna us to be.
BW offers a full range of cargo services, meaning no goods are too big or too small for us. From
containers to cartons, from general types to dangerous types, everything everywhere in China
needs international transportation, we’ll get it done – hassle free!
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What kind of shipping solution Bestforworld can provide
Fast,Simple,Competitive
BW will look for the best delivery route and seek quotes for each element of the transport, taking
into consideration the optimum mix of speed and cost.
We can offer cheap shipping rates for made-in-China products transportation globally, including:
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Air cargo rates to worldwide airports
Ocean cargo rates to worldwide ports – FCL container rates and LCL consolidation rates
Rail cargo rates to Russia, Mongolia, Central Asia and Europe
More flexible quotations for Port to Port, Port to Door, Airport to Airport, Airport to Door, Door to
Door

Our prices reflect an investment that results in true value for money.
Logistics broker who quotes very low prices often subsidies their costs in some other way – like a
reduced level of service or less care taken with your consignments, and conversely, who quote
unusually high prices may be inefficient.
No Hidden Fees!

With us, there are no extra fees. What we quote is what we charge. A few freight agents are known
to add additional fees. Not us! With our flat price quotation, you know exactly what you are paying
for your logistics needs.
No surprises!
We pledge one on one world-class service and consulting to ensure that the service you received
will be worth every dollar you spend. And we will be partnering with you to streamline your supply
chain process.
Note: The price for “FCL port to port” and “FCL port to door” is fixed, while the price for “LCL port to port, LCL
port to door, airport to airport, airport to door” may subject to change. Because the chargeable unit
weight/ton & volume/cbm needs to be verified when the goods arrived at our warehouse.
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What kind of customer service YOU deserve?
Timely,Customized,Dependable,Professional
1. Reliable and you can count on.
First and most of all, reliability is the name of the game. Trouble happens, but rather than pointing out the
obvious, you want to be informed about the problem and simultaneously be presented a solution.
2. Trustworthy and act in your best interest.
For a long-term forwarding relationship to work, you need to have trust in them. You should feel you can
believe what they say and that they are interested in your success so you can have peace of mind and
focus on other work challenges.
3. Informed on your individual requirements and needs.
There is no other business exactly like yours. Different industries have different requirements and
everybody has different pain point. An ideal broker keeps in tune with their customers’ evolving needs so
they can deliver the services and expertise you need, when you need them and add value to their
customers’ supply chain.
4. Fair and honest pricing.
Cheaper is not always better and expensive is not always the best. Ideally your forwarding partner
understands your requirements and does not price gouge. They should be sharing market information
with you so you understand where delivery charges are and they should provide you with price and
schedule options so that you can choose the solution you need.
5. Comprehensive suite of services and one-stop partner.
It includes proactive communications, booking, trucking, storage and related documents, customs
clearance, commodity inspection, insurance, packaging and labeling, consolidation, container loading and
unloading, issue bill of loading, clear all kinds of fees, surrender documents and settlement .
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Sea Freight
What BW Can Do for YOU?
Sea freight, or ocean freight, is the main shipping method for global export & import business. Low prices, large
volumes, FCL or LCL options, all these advantages make delivery by sea a first choice for most international trade.
When it comes to shipping from China, BW has been proud in this freight forwarding industry for more than 14
years, and is good at providing ocean cargo services for big and medium companies as well as individuals all over
the world

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

All China EXW/FOB ports available
Fast, accurate, obligation free quote
Easy, simple, direct online booking process
Vessels departing China every 7 days or less
Competitive ocean freight rates on all shipments
Exclusive access to all your related shipment documentation
Delivered to worldwide Port/CFS/Door (Container Freight Station) of your choice
Conveniently track online and pre-alert email updates when anything changed

Process with BW
1. You fill and submit our quote form with your shipping details. (Quote）
2. You can expect the response within 12 hours.
3. We discuss more, and come to an agreement.
4. You or your supplier fill and submit our booking form. (Book)
5. We contact your supplier and recheck everything needed, then book the space from the carrier.
6. We or your supplier arrange inland delivery to the port.
7. We arrange customs declaration and forwarding the goods.
8. We send the copy bill of lading for your check once your goods have loaded on board.
9. You pay the shipping cost as we agreed. (Pay)
10. We send the original bill of lading or telex release to you.
➢ Quote → Book → Pay, job done from your side. Let us do all the rest heavy job without disturbing you.
 We’ll keep tracking your shipment and keep you updated till received. BW uses our strong carrier
relationships to help our clients keep their freight costs priced competitively.
 You have a local freight partner, you have better control of your supply chain management with
money saving.
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Sea Freight
Trade Terms – EXW/FOB/CIF/DAP
These are four common terms of trade (aka incoterms) when buying from China. A product price is
always quoted according to an Incoterm.
Basically how much of the shipping you pay the supplier to handle. Based on the incoterm you select,
you can let the supplier handle the goods transportation to
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

no further place but the factory/manufacturer, which is EXW
a nearby port in China, which is FOB
a nearby port in your country, which is CIF (including maritime insurance)
all the way to your facility, which is DAP/DDU (not including tariff and taxes)

In brief, it can be divided into 2 categories.

⚫ EXW and FOB means you – the buyer can use your own freight agent and pay for their services
directly.
⚫ Other term means the seller use their freight agent and you still pay for that.
Commonly, you can find the term states clearly in the Proforma Invoice or Quote Sheet provided by the
seller. If not, advise the seller to add into the papers to avoid any further confusion even dispute.
EXW or FOB?
Quite a few buyers seek advice from us about choosing EXW for the max control of the goods.
Generally We recommend FOB terms, so that you can saving cost and better control your shipment.
The difference between EXW/FOB is if the seller handle the internal trucking to the port, prepare
customs documents, and pay local fees accordingly.
Pickup from anywhere in China mainland will be ok for us. But exporting customs clearance may be in
trouble for some certain products, such as wooden furniture.
Since Commodity Inspection (a document issued by the Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau)
is mandatory for a few goods, and it has to be done by the producer/manufacturer.
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Air Freight
Air freight is a safe and efficient way for immediate transportation. Air cargo always has high
value-to-weight or have a severe timeline.
At BW, we want to be your single source for your supply chain solutions. We do this by working
in virtually every aspect of the logistics management, including shipping via air.

Air Shipping Process with BW：
We suggest you buy FOB, and let your supplier handle the inland trucking to the airport. If the
incoterm is EXW, we can also pick up for you.
➢ Quote → Book → Pay, job done from your side. Let us do all the rest heavy job without
disturbing you.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

You fill and submit our quote form with your shipping details. (Quote)
You can expect the response within 12 hours.
We discuss more, and come to an agreement.
You or your supplier fill and submit our booking form. (Book)
We contact your supplier and recheck everything needed, then book the space from the
carrier.
We or your supplier arrange inland delivery to the airport.
We confirm the chargeable weight.
You pay the shipping cost as we agreed. (Pay)
We arrange customs declaration and forwarding the goods.

We’ll keep tracking your shipment and keep you updated till received.
As a valued partner we want to deliver more than just savings, we deliver peace-of-mind.
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Air Freight
What BW Can Do for You?
You have goods that quickly needs to be moved. You have the dimensions, the weight, the timeline and you
find BW as your China air freight forwarder.
We understand that the products we are going to forward are urgent, high-value, time-sensitive or
perishable.
What we are trying to do is deliver your shipments as early as possible, and make the process smoothly with
a competitive air shipment quote. Whether airport to airport, or airport to door, you can rely on us.
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Cargo insurance
Door to Door service
Fumigation and inspection
Direct flight to worldwide
Single-source quoting
Competitive air freight rates
Customs clearance service at origin or destination

BW covers all major airports in China with cheap prices. Depends on where’s your shipment located, and the
available schedules to your destination, we’ll choose the best suitable one for you as your loading airport.
We rely on qualified partner carriers that are committed to providing safe, efficient and on-time service to
importers across the world.
Low cost, time definite services, and proof of delivery, that’s we are doing and we are good at it. We are
always interested in new opportunities and supporting your business.

BW improves profitability for customers by allowing them to focus on their core competencies while we
manage their logistics, providing great air freight solutions.
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Air Freight

If you choose delivery by air, we’ll understand that you can’t afford customs issues or any hang-ups, and
you certainly don’t have time to deal with them. You can just leave the rest to us, once we come to an
agreement about the freight charges and the ETA.
BW help customers gain more control over their supply chain, become more cost effective and increase
transportation management efficiency. Thank you to all our customers for allowing us to be your onestop logistics provider and helping deliver peace of mind.

We arrange lots air cargo from China to USA, UK, Australia, Canada and all over the world. We are always
ready for your time-critical supply chain management.
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Air Freight
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Customs Brokerage

Clearing 32400 shipments annually
Clearance error rate is only 0.12%
Clearance release rate approaches 100%

BW customs clearance service is a renowned leader in customs broker industry.
Having good standings with the China Customs, BW customs clearance team had
been selected to do numerous pilot projects with the authority. With advanced
IT system, BW manages to simplify clearance processes, minimize risks, control
costs and optimize clearance efficiency. We offer one-stop-shop services for
inbound and outbound customs clearance needs.
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Dangerous Cargo

Holding dangerous cargo declaration certificates

BW have a team specialized in handling and transporting Dangerous Cargo. Holding
ITAT DGR and dangerous cargo declaration certificates,our trained DG specialists are
dedicated to provide you with a full-range of DG transportation services including
consultation and solution designs, striving to transport your DG in a safest and the
most cost-effective manner.
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Shipping to Amazon FBA warehouse
Nowadays, more and more importers ship their products directly from the manufacturer in China, to
an Amazon fulfilment center. From there, Amazon manage the storage and distribution.
Amazon can not be used as the consignee, importer of record or final address when shipping from
overseas. They do nothing during the whole process except as the receiving place. You need to
comply with their strict principles and rules.
⚫ Must be labeled
⚫ Must be DDP
We handle the shipping to Amazon quite often. You can rely on us if you are an Amazon seller.

A quick suggestion
Experience

Incoterms

Quantity

Shipping Management

New
Medium
Veteran

CIF or DAP
CIF or FOB
FOB or EXW

LCL
LCL or FCL
LCL or FCL

Supplier or Freight Forwarder
Supplier or Freight Forwarder
Freight Forwarder

If you are brand new, let the supplier handle the delivery as far as possible. Then you can focus on
booming your business. Simple but costly.
If you have gained some experiences, then you can try to control your goods delivery through a
forwarder by yourself. Simple and cheap.

It’s your choice. We suggest contact a good forwarding agent as early as possible, especially a local
one with international shipping options, hopefully BW. They can be helpful in many ways, not only
the logistics process, but also supply chain management.
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Services

Door to Door Delivery

Warehousing

Transporting

Insurance

BW Door-to-door Delivery is an
extended service for our LCL
customers, currently we provide road
transport as a value-added service to
our customers who are based along
Yangtze River Delta. The main service
areas include Hangzhou, Suzhou,
Wuxi, Changzhou, Nanjing, Nantong,
Jiaxing, Shaoxing, Kunshan and
Yangzhou, etc. In meeting the
requirements of our customers, we
provide door to door pickup and
delivery services.

BW operates six bonded and nonbonded warehouses, providing in
excess of 85,000 square metres
capacity. Our Shanghai and Ningbo
warehouse is build following
international standards,equipped
with fire sprinkler and CCTV
surveillance system. Not only does
it serve as a container depot it also
offers storage services Our
advanced barcoding and order
management systems enable us to
provide 24hours 7days reliable and
responsive services.

BW has set up a number of
distribution centers nationwide, a
transporting network that radiates
from the coastal area in the
southeast to the whole country. Our
trained team is dedicated to ensure
that your cargoes arrive on time
while our advanced system and
processes ensure on-time reports
and shipping status visibility.
Through its massive partner network
around the globe, BW commands a
large fleet trucks and
loading/unloading teams, providing
seamless landside services as soon
as the container hits the port.

BW offers our clients cargo insurance
for import & export products and
freight in sea, on land/rail or by air.
Insuring with BW is as simple as a few
clicks on your mouse. BW is striving to
make sure that every cargo arrives at
the destination safe and sound.
Actually Marine insurance is very
cheap, rough US$50-US$100 based on
the shipment invoice value.
There’s no reason not to have your
consignment insured with a little
additional money. It will cover the
transportation damage, but please
note it doesn’t cover any quantity or
16
quality issue.
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Bestforworld’s Suggestion
⚫ If the shipment is just samples or small (under 150kgs and 1cbm), select EXW.
⚫ If the shipment is to Amazon FBA warehouse, select FOB.
⚫ Other cases, request the seller quote Both CIF and FOB, separated their Ocean Freight then you will
see which why you use.
⚫ If you are new to importing, and haven’t found the right forwarding agent, you’d better choose an
incoterm that takes the cargo as far as possible, until you are definitely sure you can handle the rest.
⚫ But since you have us, we suggest you can select FOB or EXW, and let us assist you manage the
transportation to your port or to your door.

⚫ If it’s less than 15 cbm, that’s fine, go ahead.Using LCL.
⚫ If it’s more than 15 cbm, you may consider buy more to load into a full container.

You can choose FCL or LCL as you wish. But there’s a basic rule you should follow.
⚫

If 1cbm~8cbm, choose LCL;

⚫

If 8cbm~15cbm, choose FCL or LCL based on practical situation;

⚫

If over 15cbm, choose FCL without any hesitation. Except for the U.S. and Canada
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Bestforworld’s Suggestion
⚫ Transportation by ocean is quite slow, which means you need to do some significant planning, and have
generous margins for the possible delays. Besides, most manufacturers in China don’t stock any products,
and only made-to-order.
⚫ So place your order as early as possible. We suggest 3 months in advance. For example. If you need your
goods ready for the Christmas season, you’d better place your order in August or even earlier.
⚫ You can also split up your shipment into 2 parts: small percentage by air, rest by sea.

⚫ 1. Quite a few carriers provide email alert when the goods moved. Take advantage of that.
⚫ 2. You’d rather pay the balance to the supplier or pay the freight cost to the forwarder as early as possible,
to release the shipment. Not wait till the last several days to process the payment. If there’s a payment
problem, the additional warehousing and storage fees could go up by hundreds to thousands of dollars.

When your shipment departed from China, you’d better prepare the shipping documents as early as
possible. Some of the documents involved in clearance are:
⚫ Bill of Lading (released or original)
⚫ Invoice
⚫ Packing List
⚫ Certificate of Origin
⚫ Other specific papers
Most of the papers will be provided by the seller. After got them, check it first to make sure the information
is complete and accurate. Then you can forward them to your local customs broker, and get ready to pay any
customs fees occur.
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Sea Freight Carriers ：

Air Freight Carriers ：

A shipment may have various requirements regarding the mode of transport to be used, but essentially, it comes down to the nature of the
freight, the time frame and how much budget.
You’d better seek a good balance between the service quality offered, cost component, the reliability of the service provider and time frame.
Also, it’s important to always keep an eye on both the air and ocean markets as both are extremely volatile. In many cases, depending on
how market rates are moving and other market dynamics, one mode of transport can be chosen over the other.
20

Certificates&Memberships
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BW ship from:

SHE
TSN

DLC

SGN WFN
TNA
TAO
LCNZIB
YZ
YY
JSU SCY
NJG CZXMSW HS
STA
AAS JJ
WUX CYW
MSC
CYS
JIX
HFE HZ
MS
WUH
SZV
CTU
NGB
HGH
NYZ
CSX
FOC
HN
XJK
XMN
CAN
SUD DGG XYZ
SZXHKG
JMN
ZSN ZHH HKL

Ningbo：

Shanghai：

Room 1508, No.1116 Beihuan West Road,
Jiangbei, District, Ningbo
Phone: 86 -574- 87471448
Email: info@bestforworld.com

16F, Block C ,silvabay tower,No.469
wusong road, Shanghai,China
Phone：86-21-63092286
Email: shanghai@bestforworld.com

Shenzhen：

Qingdao：

Room 3A11 Building 19, Universiade Software
Town, Longgang District, Shenzhen
Phone: 86-755-36520833
Email: shenzhen@bestforworld.com

1601Unit2，Floor3，Zhongshang
Quuare，Zhangzhou Districts，
Qindao
Phone: 86-532-66562887
Email: qingdao@bestforworld.com

Guangzhou：

Tianjin：

ETON International Business
Center,No.196,Long Kou Xi
Road.Guangzhou
Phone：86-20-38324580
Email：guangzhou@bestforworld.com

4th Floor，Slik Mansion No.10，
NanJing Road,HeXi District,TianJin
China
Phone：86-022-58556586
Email: tianjin@bestforworld.com

Xiamen：

Yiwu：

1803 Building D, the International
Shipping center, No 97, Xiangyu
Road, Huli district, Xiamen
Phone：86-592-2621724
Email: xiamen@bestforworld.com

4008 Room，Yiwu Port，Kouan Road，Yiwu
Phone: 86 -579- 89004900
Email：yiwu@bestforworld.com
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BW destinations：
BW services 9 ports nationwide，over 4,000 trade lanes
worldwide serving more than hundreds destinations
BW had cooperated with more than 150 branches of agency
network services in more than 200 countries and resions
around the world

Guangzhou
Shenzhen
Hongkong
Xiamen
Ningbo
Shanghai
Qingdao
Dalian
Tianjin

Freepor
Miami
Portland
Tacoma Seattle
Houston
SanFrancisco
Oakland
Chicago
Atlanta Dallas
Philadelphia
Boston
Baltimor
New York
Long Beach
LosAngeles
Toronto
Montreal
Vancouver

Colon Free Zone
Manzanillo
Valparaiso
Buenaventura
Callao
Guayaquil
Itajai
Santos
Montevideo
Buenos Aires

Limasso
Lattakia
Beirut
Mersin
Gebze
Izmir
Istanbul
Port Said
Haydarpasa
Piraeus
Alexandria
Marseilles
Casablanca
Tunis
Genova
Valletta
Bilbao
Barcelona
Algeciras
Valencia
Ashdod

Helsinki
Oslo
Gothenburg
Copenhagen
Aarhus
Le Havre
Leixoes
Lisbon
Rotterdam
Antwerp
Manchester
Southampton
Felixstowe
Poti
Odessa
St. Petersburg
Riga
Klaipeda
Varna
Constanza
Gdynia
Belgrade
Praha
Dubapest
Koper
Hamburg

9 Domestic Ports United States - Canada South America Lane Mediterranean Lane Europe Lane
Lane

Saipan
Marau
Cebu
Hongkong
Taichung
Keelung
Kaohsiung
Inchon
Vladivostok
Busan
ka
Hakata
Yokohama
Tokyo
Osaka
Nagoya
Moji
Kobe

Reunion
Tamatave
Port Louis
Tincan
Lagos
Apapa
Tema
Ndola
Bulawayo
Blantyre
Pointe Des Galets
Abidjan
East London
Port Elizabeth
Johannesburg
Durban
Cape Town

Sharjah
Port Sudan
Mombasa
Djibouti
Bahrain
Abu Dhabi
Hamad
Bandar Abbas
Aqaba
Riyadh
Kuwait
Jeddah
Dammam
Dubai

African Lane

Middle East Lane Southeast Asia Lane Indo - Pakistani Lane Near-sea Lane

Danang
Yangon
Pasir Gudang
Penang
Port Kelang
Haiphong
Ho Chi Minh
Manila
Cebu
Surabaya
Semarang
Jakarta
Laem Chabang
Bangkok
Sihanoukville
Singapore

Hyderabad
Bangalore
Nhava Sheva
New Delhi
Mumbai
Madras
Calcutta
Chittagong
Lahore
Karachi
Male
Tuticorin
Cochin
Colombo

Wellington
Lyttelton
Christchurch
Auckland
Perth
Fremantle
Adelaide
Brisbane
Melbourne
Sydney
Australia24
– New
Zealand Lane
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Customer testimonials
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Customer testimonials
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Customer testimonials
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Customer testimonials
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Customer testimonials
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Customer testimonials
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Our Clients
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Corporate Social Responsibility

‘Bestforworld Smile'
Ever since its establishment, BW is committed to be a responsible
Corporate Citizen.
“Bestforworld Smile” is a program supports Children from extremely
poor family in South Area of Gui Zhou Province. From primary school
to high school, BW delivers our care to anyone who needs support in
Hui Shui District. In 2014, BW took step further to cooperate with
Hui Shui vocational high school and established “Bestforworld
Squad”,Anyone qualified is offered an opportunity to work in BW
office in Ningbo, the most prosperous trading city in China. Aside
from financial support,BW provides another life possibility for these
Children.
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About Our Team

The moment we receive your order, all our team members start to prepare your
cargoes for booking space, warehousing, delivery, customs clearance, packing, signing
papers, reaching port and inquiring. We are committed to delivering every mission of
yours.
No matter you are a new customer or a regular, we handle your cargoes with the same
and utmost care. We shall stick to our motto “meeting every requirement of the
customers, exceeding their expectations”. BW strives to offer your extraordinary and
comprehensive logistic services.
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